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Although the Criminal Procedure Law which is newly modified in 1996 
abrogated some traditional practice of doctrine of authority, it still reserves something 
with that character. It is such a Chinese litigation model with transition character that 
has undetachable relations with traditional judicial thought. The thought of modern 
criminal procedure law emphasized on the balance between the parties engaged in the 
procedure and mutually impel the development of the litigation and achieve the equity. 
As the core mechanism of the modern criminal procedure law, the principle of balance 
between prosecutor and advocator necessary requires that the prosecutor and the 
defendant are the equal main parts in the litigation with equal procedural rights to 
realize the equality of arms and equally protection. The judge should give equal 
consideration to claim and the evidence instituted and provided by two participants 
and have the duty to guarantee the complete realization of such equality.  
This paper studies on the principal of balance between prosecutor and advocator 
in criminal procedure law with dialectic, comparative and historical methods.  It is 
discussed step by step in the four chapters. 
The first chapter explains the balance between prosecutor and advocator through 
discussing the two basic function of the charge right and the advocacy right. The 
charge right and the advocacy right are a pair of procedural rights which is both 
opposite and uniform. In litigation, the goal of equilibrium can be reached only if the 
two parts could be protected equally.   
The second chapter addressed itself to the basic principals of the balance 
between prosecutor and advocator, the theory of subject of litigation and the theory of 
citizen and state. It is a series of rational thought and basic theory, which was formed 
during the development of the criminal procedure, underwrite the balance between 
prosecutor and advocator in the criminal procedure. 















present situation of unbalance between the partied in the criminal procedure. 
The fourth chapter brought forward a proposal on the construction of the thought 
of achieve and insure the balance between prosecutor and advocator in criminal 
procedure of China, as well as on the relative legislation, in order to consolidate the 
defendant’s right in all steps of criminal procedure. 
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